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Abstract

In this paper, we propose an end-to-end (E2E) dialect identification system trained using transfer learning from a multilingual automatic speech recognition (ASR) model. This is also an extension of our submitted system to the Oriental Language Recognition Challenge 2020 (AP20-OLR). We verified its applicability using the dialect identification (DID) task of the AP20-OLR. First, we trained a robust conformer-based joint connectionist temporal classification (CTC)/attention multilingual E2E ASR model using the training corpora of eight languages, independent of the target dialects. Second, we initialized the E2E-based classifier with the ASR model’s shared encoder using a transfer learning approach. Finally, we trained the classifier on the target dialect corpus. We obtained the final classifier by selecting the best model from the following: (1) the averaged model in terms of the loss values; and (2) the averaged model in terms of classification accuracy.

Our experiments on the DID test-set of the AP20-OLR demonstrated that significant identification improvements were achieved for three Chinese dialects. The performances of our system outperform the winning team of the AP20-OLR, with the largest relative reductions of 19.5% in C\textsubscript{avg} and 25.2% in EER.

Index Terms: dialect identification, end-to-end network, multilingual ASR, transfer learning

1. Introduction

Dialect identification (DID) refers to identifying dialect categories from utterances, and its task is to recognize a speaker’s regional dialect, within a predetermined language, given the acoustic signal alone. DID is a special case of language identification (LID) in the general sense; however, it is a considerably challenging task because similarities between dialects tend to be higher than those used in the general LID task [1–4]. Spoken LID is usually the front end of many multilingual applications, such as speech translation, multilingual speech recognition, multilingual conversational systems, etc.

There have been many studies for LID or DID so far. Due to their characteristics and relationships with individual speakers, many techniques used for speaker recognition are also successfully adopted for LID. In [5], the authors optimized the combination between the Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) and the Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (MLLR), both of which are practical approaches for speaker recognition, and developed an approach to detecting and utilizing the degree of accent in a Shanghainese accented ASR. With the development of deep neural networks (DNN) in speech applications, a significant step forward was obtained by combining i-vector or x-vector and DNNs for both speaker recognition and LID [6–8]. More recently, dialect and accent recognition have begun to receive attention from the speech science and technology communities [9–17]. [17] proposed a method that combined DNNs and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) to be respectively trained on long-term statistic features and short-term acoustic features for DID. In [13], the authors proposed an E2E-based DID model for Arabic dialectal speech. They applied a convolutional neural network (CNN) and conducted extensive experiments in which they compared different acoustic features and data augmentation methods. [18] utilized high-order LID-senone statistics for two E2E CNN-NET network variants, and conducted experiments on a set of 23 languages of NIST LRE 2009 corpora. With such architectures, their performances were significantly improved when they were compared to the state-of-the-art deep bottleneck features (DBF) i-vector systems.

When the E2E approaches demonstrate their strengths in LID (or DID) performance, they also face data sparseness and training efficiency since they generally require many training data and a long training time. To deal with these problems, many strategies such as transfer learning [19–21], multi-task training [22, 23], etc., have been widely utilized in the machine learning fields. The basic approach of transfer learning is to initialize the encoder and/or prediction network of the target model with the pre-trained models. As CTC/attention E2E-based multilingual ASR model has shown its superiority to the other models [24], its shared encoder is regarded as having strong capabilities to discriminate languages, and can be expected to improve the DID task. To promote LID and cope with the real challenge existing in LID tasks, the oriental language recognition (OLR) has been held annually since 2016. This challenge has attracted dozens of teams from around the world [8, 25–28]. The RoyalFlush team has participated in this challenge since the AP19-OLR. This study is an extension of our submitted system for the AP20-OLR. We continue to follow the AP20-OLR instructions to have fair comparisons, including using the same data sets and evaluation metrics in experiments.

Motivated by the successes of transfer learning approaches in the DNN-based ASR systems, in this study, we propose the architecture of an E2E-based classifier for a DID task in which initialization is performed by the shared encoder of a multilingual E2E ASR model.

The contributions of this work are summarized as follows: We use a multilingual E2E ASR system to initialize our DID system. The languages used to build the ASR systems are independent of DID tasks’ target languages. We prove that such an architecture is robust by comparing it with a system built using an individual language. We propose a conformer-based
encoder to construct the DID classifier and verify that it is superior to the transformer-based model. Experiments conducted on a public corpus of the AP20-OLR demonstrated the effectiveness of our proposed methods, and the performances showed having surpassed the winning team of the challenge.

2. System configuration

Figure 1 shows our DID system configuration. Figure 1 (a) shows an E2E DID classifier composed of a conformer-encoder, statistics pooling layer, and linear layer. Figure 1 (b) shows a conformer [29] based joint CTC/attention multilingual ASR model trained on a set of corpora of several different languages. Considering the close correlation between DID and speech recognition, we first train a conformer-based joint CTC/attention multilingual E2E ASR model on the training set AP20-E2E-ASR-train, which we explain later. We then train the DID classifier whose encoder is initialized by the above-mentioned pre-trained multilingual ASR model.

2.1. Multilingual E2E ASR model

Our E2E ASR model adopts a hybrid CTC/attention architecture [30] that consists of three components: a shared encoder, an attention decoder, and a CTC module. Depending on the type of the shared encoder structures, the E2E ASR model is divided into a transformer-based structure [31,32] and a conformer-based structure [29]. The conformer-based E2E ASR model, that is, the convolution-augmented transformer, has been demonstrated to outperform the transformer in ASR tasks and presents a trend of replacing the transformer as a standard component in E2E ASR architectures [29]. Hence, we focus on the conformer-based ASR model in this paper. For comparison, we also explore the transformer-based ASR model. We establish the hybrid architecture of the ASR in a multi-task learning scheme. The training process is to jointly optimize the weight-sum of the loss of the attention decoder $L_{att}$ and the CTC loss $L_{ctc}$ [33] shown as:

$$L = \alpha L_{ctc} + (1 - \alpha)L_{att}$$  

(1)

where the hyper-parameter $\alpha$ represents the weight of the CTC loss. We chose $\alpha$ as 0.3 in this study based on the empirical values from ASR experiments. It has been shown that the introduction of the CTC module can help to ensure appropriate alignments and fast converge [32].

For multilingual ASR tasks, we adopt a language-independent architecture in the same manner as in [34] so that all the target languages can share the same network architecture and parameters. In addition, the multilingual ASR modeling unit is a single character for all languages, and some characters are common to all languages. All the target languages share the same vocabulary. The vocabulary size in our multilingual ASR model varies with the types of language. A sample vocabulary is shown as follows:

$$a, \ldots, y, A, \ldots, Z, \你, \ldots, 韵, あ, \ldots, う, \Й, \ldots, К, \ế, \ldots, ữ, \ت, \ldots, ى$$

We train the E2E model using a multilingual corpus. We introduce detailed information about the training set in Section 3.

2.2. End-to-end DID classifier

As shown in Figure 1 (a), our DID classifier is also an E2E-based architecture. First, the encoder of the DID classifier embeds the input frame into an embedding vector. Second, the statistics pooling layer aggregates all T frame-level embedding vectors from the classifier’s encoder and computes their mean and standard deviation. Finally, the statistics are concatenated into a $2*\text{D}$ dimensional vector and fed into a subsequent linear layer to obtain the final output scores. The process aggregates information across the time dimension so that subsequent linear layers operate on the entire utterance. To make full use of the linguistic information that exists in the ASR model, we first initialize its encoder by transferring the E2E ASR’s encoder to the classifier and then using the target dialects’ training data to fine-tune the whole classifier network.

The conformer-based shared encoder network consists of multi-head self-attention modules, convolution modules, feed-forward modules, and normalization modules. The shared encoder can learn the linguistic information to contribute more to distinguishing different dialects [34]. Instead of using cross-entropy loss, the $L_{att}$ loss in Equation (1) is used to optimize the DID task’s classification performance directly. To improve the system robustness, we further process all intermediate models saved during training the classifier from two aspects: (1) Ten models with the smallest loss values are selected and are averaged into a new model $M_{\text{avg}}$. (2) Ten models with the highest classification accuracy relative to a validation set are selected and are also averaged into a new model $M_{\text{acc}}$. Finally, from the above two models, $M_{\text{avg}}$ and $M_{\text{acc}}$, that with the lowest average cost performance ($C_{\text{avg}}$) on the development set is selected as the final classifier model.

3. Experiments

3.1. Experimental data

3.1.1. Brief introduction to the DID task of the AP20-OLR

Task 2 of the AP20-OLR [28] is for DID, where three Chinese dialectal data sets, that is, Hokkien, Sichuanese, and Shang-hainese, were provided for training and evaluation. In addition to the above mentioned three dialects in the test-set, three other non-target languages, that is, Catalan, Greek, and Telugu, were included to compose the open-set DID. We participated in this task, and achieved second place.

---

Figure 1: Structure of our DID system. (B, T, D) represents the size of the encoder’s output, where B is the batch size, T is a time dimension, and D is the output dimension of self-attention.
3.1.2. Dataset

For comparison, all our experiments were conducted based on the requirements of task 2 of AP20-OLR. Therefore, the data used for our experiments was limited to those stated in the challenge. For convenience in the following description, we divide the entire data set into two categories:

1) AP20-E2E-ASR-train refers to the data set used for training the ASR system, and (2) AP20-OLR-dialect [28] refers to the data set used for training the DID classifier. Meanwhile, AP20-OLR-dialect-dev and AP20-OLR-dialect-test are used to refer to dev-set and test-set, respectively. Detailed information about the original sources of these data set is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Data sets used in our systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data sets</th>
<th>Set name in our paper</th>
<th>Data composition [28]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training set</td>
<td>AP20-E2E-ASR-train</td>
<td>AP16-OL7, AP17-OL3, THCHS30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP20-OLR-dialect</td>
<td>AP20-OLR-dialect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development set</td>
<td>AP20-OLR-dialect-dev</td>
<td>AP19-OLR-dev-task3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP20-OLR-dialect-test</td>
<td>AP19-OLR-zero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test-set</td>
<td>AP20-OLR-dialect-test</td>
<td>AP20-OLR-dialect-test</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Evaluation metrics

Unlike the general dialect or accent identification studies in which the recognition accuracy of the individual target language is generally emphasized, the average cost performance $C_{avg}$ [28] and the equal error rate (EER) were adopted as the evaluation metrics for the DID task in the challenge. We followed the challenge’s guidance and adopted these two metrics to evaluate our DID systems. These two metrics evaluate a DID system’s system performance from different perspectives, which offers an entire picture of the tested system’s capability. For open-set testing conditions, all interfering languages will be seen as one unknown language in the computation of $C_{avg}$. Because $C_{avg}$ has a sense of cost, the lower the value, the better the recognition. By contrast, the EER is a value on the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve where the probabilities of both false acceptance ($P_{fa}$) and false rejection ($P_{miss}$) are equal.

3.3. Systems for comparison

There is a comparable baseline system[1] provided by AP20-OLR, which uses an extended TDNN x-vector model with a logistic regression back-end classifier. Two versions of the baseline systems were implemented on Kaldi and PyTorch platforms. Before training, data augmentation, including speed and volume perturbation, was adopted to increase the amount and diversity of the training data. Specifically, the baseline systems used the i-vector or x-vector framework as the front-end linguistic feature extractor and used a back-end logistic regression classifier to identify dialects. Simultaneously, the feature normalization strategy was used to improve the performance of the classifier. The baseline systems’ performances are shown in the Group1 of Table 2. In addition to the baseline systems from AP20-OLR, we also list the winning team results and our system submitted to the challenge on the Group2 of Table 2.

3.4. Experimental Settings

We conducted all experiments on the ESPnet platform but performed feature extraction on the Kaldi platform. All codes in our experiments were modified from a public code set[2]. The acoustic feature of 83 dimensions, 80-dimensional FBank + 3-dimensional pitch feature, was extracted from every speech frame with a frame-length of 25ms and a frame-shift of 10ms. To curb the over-fitting of the DID system, we applied several data augmentation methods, such as speed perturbation and spectral augmentation, in our systems. We trained the model for 40 epochs and 50 epochs for DID and ASR, respectively, using 4 NVIDIA 1080Ti GPUs with 11GB memory. We set the batch size according to the maximum memory of the GPU because of the different network architecture. More detailed hyperparameters and implementations can be acquired in our code[3].

Because Korean and Kazakh’s characters were garbled in our development environment, these two languages were not used for building the multilingual ASR model. We only trained the multilingual ASR model, which was used for the DID classifier’s initialization, on eight languages (see Table 2).

3.5. Experimental results and analysis

All of our experiments were conducted following five aspects as research objectives: (1) how the performance of our E2E DID changed compared with traditional methods; (2) the influence of transfer learning from multilingual ASR on the performance of DID; (3) the influence of the language number in the multilingual ASR that was used to initialize the DID classifier; (4) the influence of different network architectures and their hyper-parameters, such as network depth; and (5) the influence of the main language to which the dialects belong. The experimental results are shown in Table 2. From this table, we can compare the performance of models with different settings.

3.5.1. E2E system vs x-vector/i-vector system

By comparing Group1 with the transformer and conformer-based models, we can see that the performances of our two types of E2E models were generally better than those of the baseline models, which are based on the traditional i-vector and x-vector. These facts can be attributed to the ability of the E2E model to extract global features from long sequences. By contrast, if the CTC-based model was not used as an auxiliary component, the E2E model was easily prone to over-fitting and could not obtain satisfactory results on the test-sets. We found final performance to be related to the layer depth of the classifier encoder. As shown in Group3 and Group4 in the results table, the classifier’s performance improved first as the layer number increased, but the performance then declined when the layer number exceeded a certain value. Additionally, many transformer-based and conformer-based systems outperformed the winning team’s system and the system that we submitted to the challenge in which a transformer with 12 encoder layers and only 6 languages for training the ASR were used.

2. https://github.com/R1ckShi/AESRC2020/tree/master
3.5.2. With ASR vs. Without ASR for initialization of the classifier
Comparing Group4 with Group3 (for the former, an ASR was used, and for the latter, no ASR was used), we can see that Group4 was distinctly superior to Group3. This means that the ASR’s initialization greatly contributed to these improvements. For example, using a transformer system with an encoder of 18 layers, the $C_{avg}$ was decreased from 0.1407 (without ASR-based initialization) to 0.0672 (with ASR-based initialization).

3.5.3. Conformer vs Transformer
By comparing Group7 with Group4, we can see that the conformer-based E2E outperformed the transform-based E2E. With respect to the test-set, the $C_{avg}$ reduced from 0.0672 (in transformer) to 0.0594 (in conformer). Meanwhile, the EER% reduced from 9.345 (in transformer) to 8.95 (in conformer).

3.5.4. Influence of number of training languages for multilingual ASR
We conducted several groups (Group5 and Group6) of comparative experiments to verify the language numbers’ influence on the multilingual ASR, which we used for the classifier’s initialization. We found that the classifier’s performance improved as the number of training languages increased. This fact can be explained that more acoustic characteristics embedded in different languages were learned as the training languages increased and the acoustical coverage was extended. So the DID task was benefited from this extension.

3.5.5. Influence of the main language
It is reasonable to consider that the primary language has a strong influence on its dialects. To verify this, we conducted experiments to investigate the main language’s role to which the dialect belonged in the DID tasks. Although Cantonese itself is a dialect of Chinese and overseas, and it has great influences on many other dialects due to regional relationships. Same as the other dialects, Cantonese shares the same writing system based on Chinese characters. So, we considered Mandarin (L1:zh-cn) and Cantonese (L2:ct-zh) as the two main languages of our tasks’ dialects. We conducted two extreme experiments, one with only the two main languages (Group5) and the other with no main languages at all (Group6 with L3-L8[6]). The results demonstrated that the main language’s influence on dialect recognition was far greater than that of other languages. However, by comparing the results of experiments in Group6, we found that other languages also enhanced system performance.

### 4. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed an E2E DID system with transfer learning from a multilingual E2E ASR model. To improve the robustness of the DID system, we customized ten intermediate models from two aspects, loss and accuracy, to obtain the final classifier. With the transfer learning scheme and model customization, our system achieved satisfactory results for the DID task of AP20-OLR. Extensive analysis was made on the optimal architecture, hyper parameters, and selection of training data. Our system’s performance outperformed the winning system of the AP20-OLR. Compared with the winning team’s result, our DID system’s $C_{avg}$ decreased by 19.5% relatively (from 0.0783 to 0.0594), and the EER% decreased by 25.2% relatively (from 11.97 to 8.95). The experiments demonstrated that the initialization from a pre-trained E2E ASR greatly improved the DID performance on task 2 of the AP20-OLR, with a relative reduction of 52.23% for the $C_{avg}$ (from 0.1407 to 0.0672). Our future work is summarized: (1) A more detailed quantitative analysis of the main language’s influence on the DID task is a topic. (2) We will verify the effectiveness of the proposed approach on other dialect or language identification tasks and compare the proposed approach with other approaches with bottleneck features.
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